
MATH 136-01Chapter 6 Topi Review SheetOtober 13, 2004This is a list of terminology and topis overed in the sixth hapter of Calulus, D. Hughes-Hallet, et al. 3rd edition. Please onsult the text for full de�nitions, statements of properties, andnumerous examples and exerises. Terms in bold fae are de�ned in the text. The primary fousof Chapter 6 is on how to onstrut antiderivatives using graphs, numerial information or expliitformulas.Antiderivatives Graphially and Numerially (Setion 6.1) We all F (x) an antiderivativeof f(x) if F 0(x) = f(x). This is an inverse proess, the opposite of �nding the derivative of afuntion. Here we seek the funtion F whose derivative is f . Given the graph of F 0, we anuse the properties of the derivative developed earlier in the ourse to sketh the graph of anantiderivative F . For example, if F 0 is positive, then F is inreasing.Note that there is not a unique antiderivative for a given funtion but rather a family ofantiderivatives. However, if we are given a spei� value for the antiderivative, suh asF (0) = 10, then this determines a unique antiderivative. The Fundamental Theorem ofCalulus is partiularly valuable for �nding spei� values of an antiderivative F . If we knowthe area under F 0 and the value F (a), then we an useF (b)� F (a) = Z ba F 0(x) dxto �nd F (b).Construting Derivatives Analytially (Setion 6.2) Certain antiderivatives are straight-forwardto �nd analytially using our knowledge about derivatives. For example, the antiderivativeof F 0(x) = 0 is simply F (x) =  where  2 R is an arbitrary integration onstant. This istrue beause the derivative of a onstant is zero. The antiderivative of F 0(x) = k is the linearfuntion F (x) = kx+  sine the slope of F is k. Another \easy one" is to use the power rulein reverse: Z xn dx = xn+1n+ 1 + ; n 6= �1If n = �1, then we use (lnx)0 = 1=x to deriveZ 1x dx = ln jxj+ :The absolute value is neessary here sine the domain of our antiderivative should math thatof our derivative whih in this ase is fx 2 R : x 6= 0g. The derivatives of ex, osx and sinxall lead to the following antiderivatives:Z ex dx = ex + Z os x dx = sinx+ Z sinx dx = � os x+ Finally, from the fat that di�erentiation is a linear operation, we have that the antiderivativeof a sum (or di�erene) of two funtions is the sum (or di�erene, respetively) of theirantiderivatives. Likewise, the antiderivative of a onstant times a funtion is the onstanttimes the antiderivative of the funtion.



Seond Fundamental Theorem of Calulus (Setion 6.4) Any ontinuous funtion has an an-tiderivative. We may not be able to �nd an expliit formula for it, but we know it exists by theSeond Fundamental Theorem of Calulus. This theorem states that if f is ontinuouson an interval and a is any number in that interval, then the funtion F de�ned byF (x) = Z xa f(t) dtis an antiderivative of f . In other words, F 0(x) = f(x).It is sometimes useful to visualize the funtion F (x) as an \area funtion," �nding the areaunder f from the numbers a to x. As x varies, the area varies and therefore F (x) hanges.The Seond Fundamental Theorem of Calulus states that the derivative of this area funtionF (x) exists and is given by the \height," the value of the funtion f .


